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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Citizen, Jr. You
will notice that the lessons in this book are grouped in pairs
and that at the beginning of each of these groups there is a
small picture. These pictures are different from the usual
illustrations. They are for symbols, or guide signs, to mark the
lesson groups and to remind you of the big, important thought
that you work out there. If you would like to use these little
symbol pictures to help you to make a notebook picture-record
of your citizen progress and practice, your teacher can get
them for you, printed separately, ready for you to use. Then
you can earn them as you go along. Your teacher and you can
work out the plan that you wish to follow in this way of using
the pictures. Here are some ideas as suggestions. The symbol
for Group I can be a special one to be awarded by your teacher
when she notices some special citizen-progress or gain. It
might be given when a member of the class reports some fine...
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Basically no terms to clarify. It can be writter in basic terms instead of di icult to understand. I am easily could get a
enjoyment of reading through a composed publication.
-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV

Complete guideline! Its such a excellent read. This really is for all who statte there had not been a worth studying. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tim othy Lynch-- Tim othy Lynch
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